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Abstract 

Image Segmentation is a significant preprocessing activity in picture acknowledgment and Computer 

vision. It refers to the division of a picture into various important regions which do not overlap, with 

similar properties. Thinking about its intricacy and difficulty, the current segmentation algorithms have 

gained certain accomplishments to varying degrees. Image segmentation has a wide range of 

applications, some of which are Satellite and Medical Imagery, Texture Recognition, Facial 

Recognition systems, etc. In this paper, we aim to study different types of Edge detection techniques for 

Image Segmentation, namely, Sobel, Prewitt, and Laplacian edge detection techniques in a comparative 

way. The main goal of this research work is offer clarity of thought and information with this regard. 

Keywords: Edge detection, Image segmentation, Sobel operator, Prewitt operator, Laplacian 

operator. 

 

1. Introduction 

An image is a means for information representation as it contains a large amount of valuable 

information. Making sense of the image and separating data from the image to achieve some 

information is a significant area of digital image technology. Digital image processing can be defined 

as a way of image processing which uses computer algorithms on digital images. Image segmentation 

is considered as an initial stage to understand the image. In image processing technique, image 

segmentation belongs to few of the vital and difficult tasks. The method of dividing an image into 

eloquent sections which have similar characteristics and properties is called image segmentation. Image 

segmentation is mainly done for simplified representation which ultimately transforms the image so 

that it can be easily interpreted. Image segmentation has applications in area such as: Medical imaging, 

Machine Vision, Content-based image retrieval, Automatic traffic control systems, and Video 

surveillance, etc.  Many image segmentation systems are available, where the image is fragmented into 

different sections depending on the parameters like pixel intensity, surface, shading and so on.  Division 

strategy is used to classify all the segmentation approaches. A few of the picture division strategies are 

thresholding, edge location-based division, segmentation dependent on clustering, ANN based 

technique, and so forth. This paper portrays the edge detection based segmentation strategy in detail 

contrasting the various operators utilized for the sake of segmentation. 

 

2.  Edge Detection Techniques 

2.1.   Sobel Operator 

The Sobel operator is used for edge detection and it uses a derivative mask. It is a typical first derivative 

edge detection operator. This operator detects the edges in two directions: (i) Horizontal direction (ii) 

Vertical direction. It is a particular differential operator which is utilized to figure the estimation of the 

gradient of the picture luminance fuction. It can viably dispense with the effect of noise. The impact of 

the Sobel operator on the condition of the pixel is subjective, that is superior to Prewitt operator and 

Roberts operator.  

The Sobel operator comprises of two arrangements of 3x3 frameworks; one is known as the horizontal 

mask and the other is the vertical mask. In the sobel operator the coefficients of the masks can be 

changed by our prerequisite to the extent that they don't upset any property of subordinate masks. 

These masks are plotted alongside the picture plane, individually, to acquire the distinction between the 

level and the longitudinal contrast. 

 

A. Horizontal mask 

This mask improves the horizontal edges in a picture. The difference among the pixel that concentrates 

of a particular edge is calculated. There are zero’s in the middle row of the mask, due to this first 
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calculation of the edge in the image are eliminated yet relatively it ascertains the division of above and 

below pixel intensities of the specific edge. In this style growing the abrupt difference in intensities and 

making the edge progressively noticeable. 

 

-1 -2 -1 

0 0 0 

-1 2 1 

 

B. Vertical mask 

This mask is used on the vertical edges of the image and focuses on the difference among the intensities 

of the pixel in the edge area. As the whole column incorporates zero so there are no true values of the 

image available, thus, the difference between right and left pixel esteems about edge is recorded. The 

middle values of the 1st and 3rd section is 2 and - 2 separately, this provides additional weightage to the 

pixel esteems about the edge region. Thus, the edge power increments, and is improved in contrast with 

the original picture. 
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-2 0 2 
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2.2 Prewitt Operator  

Edge detection in an image can also be done using Prewitt operator. Prewitt operator is too called a 

derivative operator or derivative mask. It can detect edges in horizontal as well as vertical directions. 

Since, image is also a signal the changes in the signal can be calculated only by using differentiation. 

The difference between the intensities of the pixel in the image is used to specify the edges. 

The derivative mask should have the following properties: 

 The opposite signs must be incorporated in the mask.  

 Mask sum have to be equal to zero. 

 Greater the weights higher the chances of edge detection. 

In Prewitt mask, equally the masks follow the principle of derivate mask. The first and the second 

property of the derivative masks are followed. As it is not possible to change the value in the masks, so 

in such condition the 3rd property is not applicable in this operator. 

Horizontal mask 

-1 -1 -1 

0 0 0 

1 1 1 

 

This mask will bring into focus the horizontal edges in an image. It calculates the difference between 

the pixel concentrations of a particular edge. As the middle row comprises of zeros so it does not include 

the first estimations of edge in the picture, rather it computes the distinction of above and underneath 

pixel powers of the specific edge. Thus, making the edge more visible. 

Vertical Direction 

-1 0 1 

-1 0 1 

-1 0 1 

 

This mask is focusing on the vertical edges. The middle column consists of zero as a result, the actual 

values of the image does not get comprised though it computes the variance of right and left pixel values 
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about the edge. As a result the intensity of the edge get increased and the edge becomes prominent in 

evaluation with actual image. 

2.3 The Laplacian Operator 

The Laplacian operator is a second derivative of two-dimensional equivalent. This detector detects the 

edges with Laplacian Gaussian filter after filtering f (x, y) in the search for zero crossing. It is also 

known as a derivative operator that helps and are used to detect edges from a picture. In this pursuit the 

further classification is done as the Negative Laplacian Operator and Positive Laplacian Operator. In 

this method, to split the given image with Laplacian the Gaussian filter is Combined. The intensity 

keeps changing to effectively identify all the present edges. 

Laplacian operator captures all the detected edges as the Inner edges and Outer edges but does not take 

edges in any particular direction. This will test the correct position and the wider area of the edges 

around the Pixel. Laplacian make use of the gray level highlight disjointedness of a picture and attempt 

to draw attention to the areas with gradually differing of the gray level. This activity in result creates 

similar pictures those have edge lines which are greyish and different background disjointedness which 

is much darker. This give rise to outwards and inwards edges on the images. The significant things are 

the means by which onto the pictures these channels are applied. Recalling these on the same picture 

we cannot significantly have both the Negative Laplacian operator and Positive Laplacian operator. We 

have to apply just one yet the thing to review is that if positive Laplacian operator is applied on the 

image, then from the main image the resultant picture is subtracted to get the sharpened image. If we 

apply the negative Laplacian operator, then the resultant picture is get incorporated onto one of a kind 

images to get the sharpened image. 

 

A. Positive Laplacian Operator 

0 1 0 

1 -4 1 

0 1 0 

In the Positive Laplacian there is a   standard mask which must have a negative center element of  that  

mask  and  must have zero as the corner element of that mask 

 

B. Negative Laplacian Operator 

0 -1 0 

-1 4 -1 

0 -1 0 

In a negative   Laplacian there is a   standard mask which must have a positive center element of that 

mask and must have zero as the corner element of that mask and remaining must be  

 

2 -1. 3. Flowchart 
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The proposed approach of the flow chart is given as at the intial stage a colorful picture is picked and 

embedded into the software like MatLab  In which processing of pictures takes place. The picture is 

changed over into grayscale in the following step. A gray scale picture is mostly a mix of both black 

and white color.  

In Image Segmentation after the Study and Comparison of Different Edge Detectors, the intensity 

information is carried where the most weakest or low intensity is of black and the strongest or high 

intensity is of white. 

In the end step to detect the objects boundaries and the edges. 

For the above steps mentioned operators for edge detections are used. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Over the arena of the computer visions and image analysis, processing of image is a lucrative and 

developing field. The development of these had contributed to by the advancements in processing 

powers, all the image processing techniques and storage devices. In the presented work, we have 

attempted to review three edge detection techniques, in a simple and easy-to-follow method, giving the 

relative means of these edge detection techniques. Even though, with continuous advancements in this 

area, many different methods are constantly evolving and progressing, these traditional methods are a 

must in all instances. 
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